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Passages is the only enterprise-class browsing solution that enables 
users to safely browse the Web without being tracked. Passages hides 

your identity so you can’t be targeted by hackers or competitors, and 
creates a secure environment where you are free to browse online without 

the risk of infecting your machines or compromising your data. 

Get accurate information: Many websites block 
competitor access or manipulate results based on who or 
where you are. Passages is the only enterprise browser 
that mitigates misinformation because of your identity. Its 
network of Global IP Hubs allows your users to appear to 
originate from virtually anywhere in the world, providing 
access to restricted resources or geographically-targeted 
information and prices.

All the Web without the risk: Passages ensures that 
any malware attack is isolated within the secure browser 
and destroyed at the end of your session. It prevents 
sophisticated targeted attacks by hiding your identity 
when browsing the Web, and provides a secure file 
transfer capability. Passages automatically scans all 
downloads and allows users to transfer specifically 
requested files to their computer.

Monitor your users’ activity: Virtualization and various 
forms of encryption make it harder to properly monitor 
your users’ activity on the Web. Passages’ oversight 
tool, Insight, captures all of your deployment’s web 
activities directly from the browser, even for secure or 
dynamic sites.

Preserve your reputation: Users may do things on the 
Web that could reflect badly on your company. Passages 
helps reduce those risks by ensuring their actions 
cannot be attributed to your business’ network.

Avoid the learning curve: Users can be very resistant 
to changing their work patterns, but Passages is based 
off of Mozilla Firefox and is nearly identical to the 
browsers they already use.

Why Passages?
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Global IP Hubs: Passages’ unique network of points of presence, powered by our 
patented Identity Control* technology, gives users the ability to change their apparent 
location and view authentic, local web content from anywhere in the world. 

Secure Storage: Passages’ SafeHold provides users with safe collection and storage 
of files during browser sessions, including automatic scans for malicious content. 
Authorized users can download the files to any computer.

Malware Immunity: Every Passages browser instance is unique and runs within its 
own virtual machine to create a secure online environment that masks potentially 
identifying attributes, prevents sites from tracking online activity, and isolates all online 
interaction from the user’s local machine.

Enterprise Management Suite: Insight, Ntrepid’s comprehensive analytics and 
managerial suite, provides full audits of all user activity to allow total visibility and 
ensure compliance.

Intuitive User Experience: The easy-to-use interface is based on Mozilla Firefox, 
providing a seamless and intuitive user experience with zero learning curve.
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